Global Medical Innovations LLC has announced that they have teamed up with Gunderson Dettmer law firm to support their legal matters.

(Global Medical Innovations LLC has announced that they have teamed up with Gunderson Dettmer law firm to support their legal matters. (Newswire.net -- August 5, 2017) Durango, CO -- Global Medical Innovations LLC has announced that they have teamed up with Gunderson Dettmer law firm to support their legal matters. Global Medical Innovations LLC is an exciting medical device start-up pioneering a “patient-centric approach” to developing products in the minimally invasive surgical drainage niche. Their extremely unique and unusual approach to product development and design completely rethinks how minimally invasive surgical drainage procedures will be performed and managed in the future, which makes Global Medical Innovations LLC an emerging medical device company to look out for now.

Gunderson Dettmer is ranked amongst the Best Law Firms according to U.S. News & World Report. They represent more than 2,000 high-growth companies, making them the ideal law firm to assist Global Medical Innovations LLC with their legal needs. In 2016, Gunderson Dettmer closed over 1,200 venture capital deals. They bring to the table an exceptional amount of highly specialized expertise that will be needed due to the large volume of legal matters that will require representation. According to their website, “Gunderson Dettmer is the only business law firm of its kind—singularly focused on the global venture capital and emerging technology marketplace. With more than 220 attorneys in nine offices—Silicon Valley, Boston, Los Angeles, New York, San Diego, Ann Arbor, San Francisco, Beijing, and Singapore—we represent more than 2,000 high-growth companies from a broad range of industries and at every stage of development. We provide our clients with counsel on general corporate and securities law, mergers and acquisitions, financings, intellectual property and commercial agreements, strategic alliances, employment, executive compensation, and tax matters. We tailor our guidance to provide the practical advice and flexible terms high-growth companies require.

The firm is a recognized international leader in the representation of venture capital and private equity investment funds. With extensive experience in North America, China, the EU and Latin America, our attorneys provide general counsel, fund formation and investor representation services to hundreds of the world’s leading venture capital and private equity firms. We are consistently ranked the most active fund formation and transactional firm in the country and the firm, and our partners individually routinely earn highest industry rankings from Chambers & Partners, Legal 500, Best Lawyers, PitchBook and others.”

Global Medical Innovations LLC’s first medical device, which they are bringing to market, is the patented Freedom Belt™. Invented by Harvard trained Interventional Radiologist Dr. Mario Torres-Leon, it is a post-surgical drainage belt suspension system for patients who have drainage bag(s). Freedom Belt’s specialized 6-point suspension system easily allows for up to a total of 8 drainage bags to be carried simultaneously if need be, and it can be worn around the waist or higher up on the torso thanks to its completely customizable and intuitive simple design. Freedom Belt™ recently won the TopDust.com highly coveted “Best Choice Winner” Award.

In addition to Freedom Belt™, Global Medical Innovations LLC has 15 other product lines in the minimally invasive surgical drainage space. These other product lines offer quantum leap improvements over existing medical devices, or they offer brand new breakthroughs that have not been seen before.

Dr. Justin Mandel, DOM, AP, LAc, the COO of Global Medical Innovations, LLC had this to say about this recent development. “Having Gunderson Dettmer include Global Medical Innovations LLC in its clients’ portfolio signals an important phase in our path to becoming a market leader in the evolution of the minimally invasive drainage space through the development, marketing, and sales of products worthy of the ‘Global Gold Standard’ distinction. Given the vast experience that Gunderson Dettmer brings, they are complementary to Global Medical Innovations LLC’s journey in becoming the preeminent patient-centric, solutions-based medical device company. Given our actively growing
medical device portfolio, currently comprised of 16 total product lines, it is critical to have proper legal presence to ensure sustained progress and the successful launch of new products into the marketplace.

To discover more about Global Medical Innovations, LLC please go to www.GlobalMedicalInnovations.com.

About Global Medical Innovations, LLC

Global Medical Innovations, LLC is a Durango, Colorado based medical device company that specializes in developing, manufacturing and distributing products employed in procedures where minimally invasive surgical techniques are utilized. The products are created utilizing a patient-centric approach in a heart centered manner.
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